MANAGING DRUG RELATED INCIDENTS WHEN ACCOMPANYING REGIONAL TEAMS

Flow Chart – Sequence of Actions

Substance found with/consumed by student, or evidence of the above.

No proof

Investigate

Reasonable evidence (establish and validate the facts)

Record carefully

Monitor and observe

If Not Illicit (Cigarettes, Alcohol, Medication)

Notify: Sports Officer
School
Parents

Follow Managerial Guidelines regarding behaviour

Apply Policy

Counsel

Withdrawal of privileges as per Team Code of Behaviour and Participation Contract

If Illicit (Marijuana, Cocaine, Speed)

Notify: Police
Parents
Sports Officer
School

Follow Managerial Guidelines regarding behaviour

Apply Policy

Counsel

Withdrawal of privileges as per Team Code of Behaviour and Participation Contract

Complete discipline forms/reports and follow up with Sports Officer and student’s school.

- When evidence suggests that a student is in possession of an illicit substance, you only need to establish who was involved. Police investigations will obtain additional information.

- Ensure that records are completed detailing the nature of the incident, personnel and agencies involved and actions taken.